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Introduction 
THE bronze coinage of  the British Iron Age has to date received scant attention when com-
pared to the gold and silver issues, and the bronze coinage belonging to the wider Tasciovanos 
complex is no exception. The reason is perhaps that bronze coins lack some of  the glam-
our associated with the gold and silver issues, and due to wear or corrosion they are often 
found  in relatively poor condition. In addition, they were usually produced in a large array 
of  different  types, thus making any detailed investigation a considerable undertaking. 

It has been recognized since the time of  Evans that the types attributed to Tasciovanos 
and the wider Tasciovanos group, namely Sego, Dias, Andoco and Rues, are all typologi-
cally interlinked and belong to a broadly similar timescale.1 Whilst the numerous problems 
associated with the issues of  Andoco,2 Sego3 and Dias4 have recently been examined in some 
detail, the Rues types have until now escaped closer scrutiny. The only recent study of  Rues 
issues formed  part of  Allen's examination of  the Celtic coins from  the Romano-British tem-
ple at Harlow, Essex, published in three parts in the 1960s.5 This included sixteen bronzes 
belonging to the wider Tasciovanos group, among them the four  Rues types. 

By 1980 only thirty-nine Rues bronzes had been recorded, with the majority of  them having 
been found  in archaeological excavation. The figure  has since risen to 142, a more than three-
fold  increase. Remarkably, the number of  types has remained static since Evans published the 
fourth  and final  one (VI890) in his 1890 supplement.6 

The aim of  this study is to re-examine the earlier work on this series, and to offer  an alter-
native interpretation of  the enigmatic RVES/RVIIS legend. It will seek to establish the likely 
phasing of  the different  issues relative to Tasciovanos's main series, and in the process 
examine potential models, both classical and Celtic, which may have inspired the iconogra-
phy of  these coins. Finally, it will examine what regional trends, if  any, are shown up by the 
distribution patterns. 

Die study 
Due to their often  poor state of  preservation, usually the result of  either poor striking, 
circulation wear and/or subsequent corrosion during burial in the ground, die studies of 
Iron Age base metal coinages tend to be extremely difficult  and have only rarely been 
attempted.7 Coupled with this is the difficulty  of  working from  photographic images of 
varying quality, although the availability of  good quality scans via the Celtic Coinage Index 
webpages has greatly improved this situation. Whilst assembling the actual coins would 
greatly aid the accuracy of  any such study, in practice this is an unrealistic undertaking unless 
the study is relatively small scale and a large proportion of  the known examples are either in 
public collections or their present whereabouts can otherwise be established. 

Acknowledgement.  I am extremely grateful  to Dr Philip de Jersey for  his most generous support throughout the course of 
this study. 1 Evans 1864. 2 Kretz 2002. 3 Kretz 2006, 194-6. 4 Kretz 2006, 196-7. 5 Allen 1964; 1967; 1968. 6 Evans 1890, 551, pi. XXI.13-14. 7 An exception is the study of  the Chichester cock bronzes by Cottam (2000). 
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In the absence of  any clear and unambiguous guidelines to the evolution and development 

of  a type, the establishment of  a die order in a corpus of  poorly-preserved coins of  necessity 
involves a greater or lesser degree of  guesswork on the part of  the author, and it is accepted 
that other workers in this field  might well reach different  conclusions, resulting in alternative 
die-chains. 

Dies are usually ordered by placing those with the most archaic features,  the most complex 
designs or the most artistically accomplished at the beginning of  the chain, with those exhibiting 
the poorest die-cutting, the most Romanized features  or the most simplified  designs at the end. 
Whether any of  these assumptions are actually correct is open to question, but in the absence of 
any evidence to the contrary, I have followed  what seems to be the generally accepted pattern. 

Type C (VI890), discussed in more detail below, illustrates the difficulties  of  compiling real-
istic die-chains indicative of  chronological development. I have assumed that the progressive 
fragmentation  of  the legend together with subsequent orthographic changes resulted in the 
legend progressing from  RV1-I to RV-I-I, R-V-I-I, RV-E-I and finally  R-V-E-I, with all but 
one variant group being made up of  two or more dies. However such a development is pure 
conjecture and it is accepted that equally valid arguments could be made for  any number of 
variations. There is also the possibility that the distribution of  letters was to a large degree 
accidental, depending on the whim of  the die-cutter and the amount of  space available once 
the lion had been engraved upon the die, in which case the development of  type C may have 
been largely spontaneous. Thus it is by no means certain that all the dies belonging to one 
particular variant group were engraved and employed at the same time. 

Type D (VI903) presents us with a further  problem in that the obverse is made up of  a rel-
atively simple geometric design, formed  of  two squares with concave sides, one inside the 
other, contained within two outer circles. All dies are of  necessity very similar and any acci-
dental sideways thrust during the actual striking, as well as any variation in the angle of  light-
ing used to photograph the coin, is likely to have an effect  on the shape of  the photographic 
image, thus making meaningful  identification  extremely difficult  if  not impossible. Type D 
represents the most difficult  and unsatisfactory  part of  this die study: the resulting die-chain 
is in all probability flawed  and should thus be treated with a degree of  caution. 

Earlier work 
The great Iron Age numismatist, Sir John Evans, was the first  to describe three new and 
unusual bronze types (VI892, VI895 and V1903), inscribed with yet another obscure name to 
add to the bewildering array of  coin types and legends associated in one form  or another with 
the Catuvellaunian ruler Tasciovanos, and his tribal capital at Verulamium.8 

Severely disadvantaged by the few  and often  poorly-preserved specimens available to him 
at that time, Evans tentatively interpreted the legends as RVFS (?), RVF1 (?) or RVLI (?). He 
also read the reverse legend of  VI892 as the mint signature VIR (?) or VER (?) whilst at the 
same time accepting that the reverse legend might be the same as the obverse legend.9 In his 
later Supplement  any doubts about the VIR mint signature seem to have disappeared and so 
he concludes that Rues must have been briefly  in possession of  Verulamium, and that this 
series of  coins had been struck there.10 

It took another half-century  before  Allen finally  corrected Evans's erroneous reading of  the 
legends to RVIIS - the II being a common alternative spelling of  the letter E.11 More recently 
examples of  VI890 have come to light which show the legend in its less archaic form  of  RVES 
(e.g. CCI 93.0140). In a footnote  in the same paper, Allen also commented that Evans's read-
ing of  the legend of  V1892 as VII/R 'can be read as R/VII, though this is the less likely read-
ing'.12 Assuming that he was once again referring  to the reverse legend, Allen's comment is 

8 Evans 1864, 26(M, pi. VII. 12-14 and pi. VIII. 1. 
9 Evans 1864, 247, 260-4. 

10 Evans 1890, 534, 551, pi. XXI.13-14. 
11 Allen 1944, 18. 
12 Allen 1944, 18 n.8. 
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somewhat puzzling, as the dominant position of  the letter R in the exergue would suggest that 
it forms  the beginning of  the name, rather than the end. 

In another, later footnote,  in his Gazetteer  of  Find-Spots  of  Celtic  Coins in Britain, Allen 
wrote: 'The legend on the reverse of  this coin (V1892), generally given as VER., may be bet-
ter read as RVE, i.e. RUES, which is also the obverse legend. If  so, RUES is not combined 
with any other legend.'13 However, four  years later he seems to have had a change of  mind, 
claiming that a newly discovered specimen of  VI892 (CCI 62.0021) 'establishes for  the first 
time beyond doubt that the reverse legend is VIR.'14 Even more curiously, his accompanying 
list of  coins shows VIR to be the obverse legend.15 Three years later, after  another change of 
heart, Allen writes: '. . . in one instance this is combined with a mint signature, VIR; at least 
I think this is the correct interpretation of  the inscription, although it would be possible to 
argue that it should be read as the first  three letters of  RVES, differently  arranged around the 
circumference  of  the coin'.16 Mysteriously, his accompanying list of  coins actually shows the 
legends as RVII/RVII (no.50).17 

Eventually, when referring  to a hoard of  ten coins of  Rues (all VI892) found  at Verulamium 
(Prae Wood), Allen finally  accepts that 'Collectively they establish that the obverse legend in 
front  of  the face  reads RVII • and that the reverse legend under and in front  of  the galloping 
swordsman similarly reads R VII. The presence of  the terminal pellets, which seems certain on 
some examples, rules out the reading of  the reverse legend as VII R for  Verulamium'.18 This 
then should have finally  put paid to the idea of  a Rues issue featuring  the Verulamium mint sig-
nature, but it was not to be. The reason is most probably that Allen's final  pronouncement on 
this subject was consigned to a footnote  and missed by the majority of  scholars. 

With the added complication of  Allen's confusing  statements, Evans's mistaken reading 
thus continued to be accepted by many, including Mack,19 Rodwell,20 Haselgrove,21 Nash,22 
Van Arsdell23 and Hobbs,24 all of  whom in turn associated Rues with the Verulamium mint. 
While the error may not be of  critical importance in the final  analysis, the lack of  a mint sig-
nature should have at least temporarily removed the long-held certainty over the origin of  the 
series, and is a powerful  illustration of  just how long-lived - in this case 140 years - a simple 
misinterpretation can be. It also demonstrates the risk that an opinion repeated sufficiently 
often  and over a long enough period of  time eventually becomes an established fact.25  In 
the case of  Rues, I believe that Allen briefly  realized the truth when he identified  the obverse 
legend of  CCI 62.0021 as VIR, but then mistakenly attributed it to the coin's reverse in the 
text.26 Why he later appears to have changed his mind we shall never know, but there is now 
every indication that his initial reading was correct and that one or two dies of  type A (VI892) 
carry the obverse legend VIR. 

The Rues issues 
The Rues types comprise a total of  four  bronze units, three of  them of  standard weight with 
the fourth  a half-unit. 

13 Allen 1960, 219. 
14 Allen 1964, 2. 
15 Allen 1964, 5 no. 17. 
16 Allen 1967, 4. 
17 Allen 1967, 6, no. 50. 
18 Allen 1968. 4n.2. 
19 Mack 1975, 82. 
20 Rodwell 1976, 258. 
21 Haselgrove 1987, 258. 
22 Nash 1987, 132. 
23 Van Arsdell 1989, 392. 
24 Hobbs 1996. 120. 
25 This episode has strong parallels with the hypothesis put forward  by Evans that the name associated with the TINCOM 

legend was TINCOM[MIUS]. The full  name - without the qualifying  brackets - quickly became accepted and was widely 
adopted by scholars until the correct name, TINCOMARUS, was finally  published by Cheesman (1998). 

26 Allen 1964, 5 no. 17. 
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Both Evans and Allen put type A first  in the series, whereas Mack, Van Arsdell and Hobbs 

award that position to type C (Table 1). All of  them place type D at the end with the second 
and third positions varying widely between scholars. However, from  a typological point of 
view there can be little doubt that Type A is the earliest issue, having a strongly Celticized 
head on the obverse and a reverse closely modelled on the second series stater of  Tasciovanos 
(V1730-36). Following a previously established pattern,27 I have placed the tablet type 
(V1895) before  the extensively Romanized V1890 with the fractional  unit V1903 in fourth 
place. 

TABLE 1. Earlier classifications  of  Rues issues with reference  to classes adopted in this paper. 
Evans (1864, 1890)28 A B C D 
Mack (1953) C A B D 
Allen (1967) A C B D 
Van Arsdell (1989) C A B D 
Hobbs (1996) c B A D 

A. Bearded head/Horseman (Ml90, VI892, BMC 1698-1701) 

Fig. 1. Type A. All die reconstructions are shown at approximately twice actual size, from  drawings by the author. 

Obv. Celtic head with beard and droopy moustache r., hair arranged in a series of  crescents with beard com-
posed of  successive S-shapes, hooked curl at nape. Var. 1 has legend RVII or RVII • in front  of  face,  var. 
2 appears to be inscribed VIR instead. 

Rev. Helmeted horseman brandishing sword r. Legend RVII or RVII • with R below the horse and VII in front. 
One example (CCI 62.0021) is thought to read RVEI. 

As we have already seen, this type has caused more than its fair  share of  confusion 
since it was first  recorded over one hundred and fifty  years ago. While it is now clear 
that none of  the reverses make any reference  to VIR, there is a distinct possibility that 
one or two of  the obverse dies may be inscribed VIR instead of  RVII (see CCI 62.0021 
and 02.0470). 

Typologically, both obverse and reverse appear to be earlier than other more heavily 
Romanized Rues issues. Although many of  the obverses of  type A are almost identical to 
some of  the obverses of  Tasciovanos bronzes V1707/1709, usually inscribed VER in front  of 
the face,  none appear to share the same dies. Another closely related Tasciovanos issue is 
VI705. The treatment of  the hair on Rues type A is especially reminiscent of  the latter, 
although some dies of  VI707-1 and VI709-1 also show the two tiers of  curls. The distinc-
tive hooked curl on the nape is also present on some dies of  VI707 and to a lesser extent 
on V1709. 

The reverse is extremely close to two Tasciovanos bronzes, namely V1750-1 and V1750-3, 
both featuring  a horseman brandishing a lance. It also shows a close affinity  with the earli-

27 Kretz 2006, 190-4. 28 Type C only surfaced  after  the publication of  Evans 1864- It is described and illustrated in the supplement (1890), and 
while it follows  type A, its position in relation to type B is left  unclear. 
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est second series stater issues of  Tasciovanos (especially my reverse type I),29 with the carnyx 
here substituted by a sword. There is a similarly close relationship with the reverse of  the RICON series of  staters (Y1780), except for  the added shield and the posture of  the rider 
(Table 2). 

The distribution of  type A is firmly  based in Catuvellaunian territory and broadly corre-
sponds to that of  Tasciovanos's silver (Fig. 9).30 Its average weight, at 1.73 g, is 16% lighter 
than type B and 25% lighter than type C, but because of  its base metal composition, this is 
probably of  little significance  (Table 3). The die links are extremely simple, with only rare 
occasions when more than one pair of  dies was in use (Fig. 2). 

TABLE 2. Relationship between Rues types, the remainder of  the Tasciovanos complex, and other 
contemporary Celtic issues. 

Type  Links 
A O/ particularly close to Tasciovanos bronzes V1707/1709, but also V1705 

R/ similar to Tasciovanos bronze V1750 and silver V1745 but also to Tasciovanos second series stater 
V1730-36, with depiction of  horse and rider especially close to V1730-5, BMC 1620-22. Similar 
scene also occurs on Sego stater V1845 and in a slightly modified  form  on RICON series V1780 

B O/ similar inscribed tablets occur on Tasciovanos, Sego and Dias issues as well as on many others. 
The annulets above and below the tablet are reminiscent of  Dias silver VI877, which has the letter C 
above and an O or pellet-in-ring below. An expanded version of  the Rues design features  on the Sego 
stater and quarter (V1845/1848). Another version of  the design, this time employing stars instead of 
annulets, occurs south of  the Thames on Eppillus quarter V407/408. A similar bezel border occurs 
on Tasciovanos bronze V1810 
R/ similar to Tasciovanos silver unit VI792, except for  the depiction of  the wings, which is closer to 
the Pegasus featured  on bronze VI818 and quarter stater V1786, or Sphinx on bronze V1824 

C O/ the depiction of  the animal is similar to the ?lion featured  on Tasciovanos bronze VI824. The 
unusual crouching posture is also reminiscent of  the griffin  on silver VI790. The bezel border is 
similar to Tasciovanos bronze V1810 and Type B above, except that it has now acquired an outer 
circle 
Rl  the closest match in the British series are perhaps the spread-winged eagles on Dubnovellaunos 
bronze VI80 or Tincomarus silver V397, but similar birds also occur on Eppillus bronzes V450 
and 451 

D 0 / two interlaced squares with central ringed pellets occur on Tasciovanos bronze VI810 and ?Sego 
bronze V1855. Two similar interlaced squares also feature  on Dias silver V1877. South of  the 
Thames, a similar obverse and reverse design occurs on Eppillus bronze V450 
R/ probably closest to Tasciovanos silver VI792, but similar eagles, albeit with more open wings, also 
occur oil Eppillus bronzes V450/451 

TABLE 3. Mean weights of  Rues bronzes. 
Type  No.  of  coins Weiglitlg 
A 
B 
C 
D 

A B C D 

N X I 

1 2 3 

Fig. 2. Die-links for  type A. 

50 
19 
33 
21 

1.73 
2.01 
2.16 
0.97 

E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

29 Kretz 2001, 239. 
30 Kretz 2006, 199 fig.  15. 
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B. Tablet/Griffin  (M191, V1895, B M C 1693-1697) 

Fig. 3. Type B. 

Obv. RVIIS or RVIS in tablet, annulet or ringed pellet above and below, all within beaded circle and surrounded 
by bezel border. One die appears to have a reversed S. 

Rev. Griffin  1., halter around its neck, standing on exergual line, pellet triad - soriietimes quadruplet - below, 
pellet in cusp of  wing, occasionally pellet in front,  possibly pellets behind, usually corded border. 

Typologically this issue gives every indication of  following  type A. The tablet design of  the 
obverse is commonly found  on a number of  relatively late Tasciovanos issues, e.g. VI780, 
1786, 1798 and 1800, as well as Sego types VI845, 1848, 1851 and Dias silver VI877. The 
occurrence of  two annulets or ringed pellets, one above, the other below the tablet, is reminis-
cent of  the Dias silver unit (VI877), which has the letter C above the tablet and either an O 
or a ringed pellet below (Table 2). It is worth noting that all the above-mentioned tablet types 
are either gold or silver, and that type B is the only bronze of  this design associated with the 
wider Tasciovanos complex. 

Unlike the bezel border on type C, this one does not appear to be contained within an outer 
pellet ring and, being stylistically less assured, may conceivably be an earlier version. The 
seemingly deliberate choice of  the letters II as an alternative spelling to E on this type and on 
almost all of  the other inscriptions is unusual and difficult  to explain. Might it just reflect  the 
personal preference  of  the engraver or mint-master? By contrast, most of  the mint signatures 
on Tasciovanos's silver types are either VER or VIR, although one particular type (BMC 
1655) also features  the abbreviated versions VE and VII. 

Curiously, the SEGO legend remained largely unaffected  by the fashion  of  substituting 
E with II - at least in the Nor th Thames region. There is however a unique South Thames 
minim, part of  the 'South Downs temple' deposit, which carries the legend SIIC contained 
within a tablet, with a ringed pellet above and below. The stylistic similarities to coins of 
Verica led Bean to speculate that this unusual type may also be an issue of  Verica.31 It is 
the only spelling of  SEGO with II instead of  E on record, but there can be little doubt that 
the coin belongs to the wider Sego complex and ultimately shares the same problems of 
interpretation. 

The posture of  the griffin  on the reverse bears a close resemblance to that on Tasciovanos's 
silver unit VI792, even down to the pellet triad beneath the animal's belly, except for  the 
depiction of  the wings which is closer to the Pegasus featured  on bronze V1818 and quarter 
stater V1786 (Table 2). 

Once again, both obverse and reverse display features  shared with and most likely bor-
rowed from  other issues of  the Tasciovanos alliance. On present indications type B most 
probably belongs to broadly the same timeframe  as the RICON series of  staters (V1780). 

The present distribution of  type B shows a distinct bias towards the eastern part of  the 
Catuvellaunian territories, which may be indicative of  an origin in this region (Fig. 9). An 
unusual feature  of  this type is that most of  the surviving coins were struck from  a single 
obverse die paired with no less than six reverse dies (Fig. 4). 

31 Bean 2000, 283. 
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A B C D 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 4. Die-links for  type B. 

C. Lion/Eagle (M189, V1890-1 and 3, BMC 1691-1692) 

Fig. 5. Type C. 

Obv. 

Rev. 

Lion r. set within bezel border, legend RV1I, ?RVI or RVEI around with letters in top half  inverted. Seven 
variants are recorded: i) RVI above with final  I under head, ii) RV1 above with final  I between forelegs, 
iii) RVI above, either standing alone or perhaps with final  I behind, iv) RV above, I between forelegs  and 
final  I under head, v) R above, V behind, I below and final  I under head, vi) RV above, E between forelegs 
and ?I under head, vii) R above, V below, E and I between forelegs. 
Spread-winged eagle facing  left,  inverse legend RVII with RV above head and II above left  wing, pellet 
border. 

This was the fourth  and final  Rues type to surface  when Evans obtained a specimen in Paris 
in 1876. Van Arsdell mistakenly divides type C into two varieties (VI890-1 and V1890-3), 
based on perceived differences  between their reverses, one uninscribed and the other thought 
to be inscribed RVE. However, it is now clear that all the reverses of  this type are inscribed RVII and that the considerable variation which exists within this issue is the result of  at least 
seven different  arrangements of  the obverse legend. 

The obverse, which features  a lion,32 is probably copied from  a quinarius of  Mark Antony 
struck at Lugdunum in 43-42 BC (Crawford  489/5 and 6) (Table 4). An almost identical 
animal, albeit in a slightly different  pose with the head pointing backwards, occurs on a 
Tasciovanos bronze (VI824) (Table 2). The stylistic similarities between some of  the dies of 
V1890 and V1824 suggest that they may have been engraved by the same hand. The unusual 
crouching posture adopted on some of  the dies also bears a strong resemblance to the griffin 
depicted on a Tasciovanos silver unit (VI790), probably struck at about the same time as the 
two bronzes. The unusual bezel border has its closest match in a Tasciovanos bronze (VI810), 
some dies of  which employ a very similar design, and of  course in type B above. 

The spread-winged eagle on the reverse is copied from  a quadrans of  Augustus struck at 
Lugdunum, c . l5-10 BC (RIC I, 227), and is not related to the eagle on the reverse of  Rues 
type D (V1903) nor the eagle on the obverse of  a Tasciovanos silver unit (V1792). South of 

32 While most of  the animals depicted appear to be lions, one or two dies - especially var. V - resemble a long-legged dog 
or wolf. 
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TABLE 4. Classical prototypes for  Rues bronze. 

Type  Prototype 
A O/ possibly denarius of  Pompey, 42-40 BC (Crawford  51 l/2b) or similar bearded head of  classical ori-

gin 
R/ perhaps denarius of  P. Crepusius, 82 BC (Crawford  361) 

B O / -
R/ possibly denarius of  Lucius Papius, 79 BC (Crawford  384/1) (Henig 1972, 217) but not convincing; 
more likely a Greek original or gem 

C O/ most probably quinarius of  Mark Antony struck at Lugdunum in 43-42 BC (Crawford  489/5 and 
6) (Henig 1972, 218; Van Arsdell 1989, 391) 
R/ quadrans of  Augustus struck at Lugdunum c.15-10 BC (RIC I, 227) (?Van Arsdell 1989, 391) 

D O / -
R/ Possibly the denarius of  Q. Pomponius Rufus,  73 BC (Crawford  398/1) but not convincing. An 
eagle holding a serpent in its beak is more likely to be of  Greek origin (Scheers 1992, 35) 

the Thames spread-winged eagles can also be found  on other broadly contemporary issues, 
such as Dubnovellaunos's Cantian bronze VI80, the Tincomarus silver unit V397 and 
Eppillus bronzes V450/451 (Table 2). 

It is curious how the legionary eagle, a potent symbol of  Roman military power and 
imperial ambition, came to be adopted by a Celtic mint for  use on its coins. However, there 
are other examples of  this phenomenon, including the use of  a denarius of  Caesar 
(Crawford  468/1 and 2), showing two captives and a Gallic trophy of  arms, as the model 
for  the 'trophy' quarter stater (VI45/146/147), and the obverse of  a Roman denarius of 
L. Hostilius Saserna (Crawford  448/2a) featuring  the head of  a male Gaulish captive, which 
may well have served as the prototype for  a silver unit of  Cunobelin (V2045).33 One can only 
assume that the powerful  symbolism of  the originals was lost on the individuals involved in 
choosing and executing the new design. 

The recorded provenances of  type C are thinly spread across the Catuvellaunian territory 
and occasionally beyond, with one coin from  the Hayling Island temple excavation. The heav-
iest concentration of  findspots  is again in the Harlow/Braughing/Baldock area (Fig. 9). At an 
average weight of  2.16g this is the heaviest of  the three standard bronzes (Table 3). The die 
links are again extremely simple (Fig. 6). 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
c I I M I A V I I V M I I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Fig. 6. Die-links for  type C. 
D. Square/Eagle (M193, V1903, BMC 1756-1758) 

Fig. 7. Type D. 
33 de Jersey 2001,9-10. 
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Obv. Two squares with concave sides, one inside the other, the points of  the outer one ending in pellets, ringed 

pellet in centre, all set within double pellet border. 
Rev. Eagle facing  1. with head turned back and folded  wings, holding a serpent in its beak, legend RVII. Var. 1 

lacks the serpent, Var. 2 also lacks the serpent and is inscribed TAS. 
This curious bronze fraction,  with a mean weight of  0.97g, has its counterpart in some 

suspected fractional  units of  Tasciovanos, i.e. V1822, V1824 and V1826, as well as a bronze 
fraction  of  Andoco (CCI 72.0330, 93.0634, 94.0657 and 96.3412). The appearance of  a coin 
inscribed TAS rather than the usual RVII has raised the intriguing possibility that this type 
may have been struck employing two different  legends. This begins to look increasingly likely 
as CCI 95.3497 (legend RVII) and CCI 96.3143 (legend TAS) appear to share the same 
obverse die, though it is impossible to be certain.34 However, if  correct, it would confirm  that 
both TAS and RVII versions of  type D were produced by the same mint, and thus suggest 
that the two legends may represent one and the same person. 

This exact obverse design is not recorded from  any other Tasciovanos issues, but two inter-
laced squares with concave sides surrounding a central ringed pellet occur on Tasciovanos 
bronze V1810 and what may eventually prove to be a Sego bronze unit (VI855). Interlaced 
squares also feature  on the Dias silver unit (VI877). However, being of  a simpler geometric 
design than the Dias example, type D may well be of  a slightly earlier date. The closest match 
for  the eagle on the reverse is probably Tasciovanos silver unit V1792. It is interesting to note 
that the most closely-related issue, in many ways, is a Cantian bronze of  Eppillus (V450). This 
has a similar square with concave sides around a central disc on the obverse, and also features 
a backward-looking eagle on the reverse. The similarities to type D are so great that there 
must surely be some kind of  connection between these two issues. 

The provenances of  type D are largely confined  to the Catuvellaunian territory and once 
again show a bias towards the Harlow/Braughing area (Fig. 9). The die links are very simple 
indeed (Fig. 8). 

A B C D E F G 
» I A I I A I A 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Fig. 8. Die-links for  type D. 

The legend 
Evans, handicapped by his preferred  but flawed  reading of  the legend as RVFS, speculated 
that this may represent a personal name like Rufus  or Rufinus,35  and to date a personal name 
has still been considered the most likely option. While scholars have generally hedged their 
bets on the issue, Allen appears to have been the only one to offer  an alternative interpre-
tation. When referring  to the Dias and Rues issues, he concluded that 'neither of  these 
legends can be a mint name, and here again some sort of  title or cognomen is the likeliest 
explanation'.36 

So what might RVIIS/RVES signify?  As yet no hypothesis as to its possible meaning or 
derivation has been put forward.  Furthermore, none of  the major works dealing with Celtic 
etymology offer  any assistance in this respect, thus leading to the conclusion that no other 
word even remotely similar appears to have survived from  anywhere within the Celtic world. 
The reason for  this may well be that RVES was a rather specialized word which was not in 
common usage, and as such does not feature  among the multitude of  Celtic names handed 
down to us. 

34 The die chain shows the two coins as originating from  the same obverse die (G). Although I consider this likely, it should 
be remembered that given the difficulties  in identifying  the dies of  this type it cannot yet be confirmed  beyond all doubt. 

35 Evans 1864, 262. 
36 Allen Allen 1944, 18. 

H I 
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However, by casting the net just a little wider, I have managed to find  a single relevant sur-

viving word recorded from  Old Irish, the Goidelic branch of  Celtic, which may point towards 
a possible interpretation. This is ruis, an archaic Irish word for  the letter 'r', whose origin goes 
back to at least the early Ogam inscriptions of  the fifth  century AD and in all probability sub-
stantially further.  In primitive Irish, all the characters of  the alphabet were assigned names, 
which were often,  though not always, the names of  trees. According to McManus,37 primitive 
Irish ruis would appear to be related to raise, 'red', with the evidence pointing to a meaning 
of  'red' or 'redness', in particular the redness of  the face  brought on by embarrassment. He 
suggests that the word derives in all probability from  the root *reudh-,  'red'.38 According to 
Schmidt39 and later confirmed  by Delamarre,40 the Gaulish for  red was roudos.  Although the 
British version would in all probability have been very similar, cf.  Welsh rliudd,  no record of 
it has apparently survived. In modern Irish ruis equates to 'Elder', but may also mean 'cheek'. 
As cheeks are often  blushed or ruddy, there may just be some connection here to the word's 
original meaning. 

I am of  course fully  aware of  the difficulties  in reconciling a late Iron Age coin legend 
with a rather obscure Old Irish word and of  the tenuousness of  such a connection. On the 
other hand, the last century has seen little or no headway made in interpreting this legend 
and I simply want to illustrate that there is at least one other, equally valid, alternative to 
that of  a personal name. 

If  McManus's conclusions are correct, then Allen's enlightened guess of  a cognomen may 
not be far  off  the mark. Whether the late British Iron Age meaning of  RVIIS/RVES would 
have been purely related to the redness of  the face  is another matter, and it is not inconceiv-
able that it might equally have been the hair or beard instead. If  so, it may be no mere coin-
cidence that the one Rues issue (VI892), showing a Celtic-style head in profile,  also features 
abundant hair and a thick beard, which if  coloured red may easily have led to the adoption 
of  such a nickname. 

Most references  to the colour red in respect of  historical personalities refer  to the hair, 
e.g. Eric the Red or Frederick Barbarossa (Redbeard). Perhaps not surprisingly, such refer-
ences were particularly common in Celtic countries, notably Scotland and Ireland, includ-
ing historic figures  such as Rob Roy (= Ruadh) MacGregor, Eoghan Ruadh O'Neill and 
Hugh Ruadh O'Donnell. However, references  to a person's ruddy complexion are not 
unknown. William Rufus  may be one example, while another is the English surname Rudd. 
Here, by some remarkable coincidence, the Latin rufus  'red' takes us back full  circle to 
Evans's original interpretation of  his misconstrued RVFS legend. 

Contexts 
As is usual with Celtic coins, contextual information  is rare. Although of  the one hundred 
and forty-two  bona-fide  records listed in this study, almost a quarter (thirty-five  coins) have 
been recovered in archaeological excavation (Table 5), any information  which might facilitate 
the accurate dating of  these coins is extremely limited. Some of  the coins remain unpublished, 
while those that have been published offer  little assistance in untangling the complex interre-
lationships that are a feature  of  the Tasciovanos complex, or in establishing a relative 
chronology for  this group. 

A few  examples will serve to illustrate the problem. The ten Rues type A (VI892) coins 
from  the King Harry Lane, St Albans site all came from  one cremation pit forming  part of 
the excavators' Phase 1, and are dated to AD 1-40, which is broadly in line with expectation. 
The excavators hypothesize that burial may have taken place at the exact time Rues was in full 
control of  Verulamium, perhaps c.AD 7-10.41 By contrast, the Silchester coin (CCI 91.0533) 

37 McManus 1991, 38. 
38 McManus 1991, 38. 
39 Schmidt 1957, 262. 
40 Delamarre 2001, 223. 
41 Stead and Rigby 1989, 80-7, 354. 
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TABLE 5. Details of  coins found  in excavation. 

site type CCI  no. comments 
Braughing, Herts. D 63.0199 ?excavation 
Cirencester, Gloucs. B 61.0204 exc. at basilica site 1961, CIR 61, sf  210 
Dorchester, Oxon. A - exc. allotment site 
Harlow, Essex A 62.0021 temple excavation 1962 

A 67.0134 temple excavation 1966 

A 85.0109 temple exc., HT 85, sf  286 

A 90.0350 temple exc., HT 85, sf  845 

A 90.0428 temple exc., HT 87, sf  1082 

A 90.0469 temple exc., HT 87, sf  1169 

A 90.0477 temple exc., HT 87, sf  1193 

A 90.0530 temple exc., HT 87, sf  1304 
B 67.0135 temple excavation 1967 

C 62.0020 temple excavation 1962 
C 67.0133 temple excavation 1966 
C 73.0293 exc. at Holbrooks 1970, C1241 
D 67.0145 temple excavation 1967 
D 90.0286 temple exc., HT 86, sf  700 
D 90.0573 temple exc,, HT 87, sf  1378 
D 90.0607 temple exc., HT 87, sf  1458 

Hayling Island, Hants. C 91.0455 temple exc. 1978, sf  1699 
Puckeridge, Herts. C 73.0291 exc. at Skeleton Green 1972, sf  687 
Radley, Oxon. c 79.0020 exc. at Thrupp House Farm 1979 
Silchester, Hants. A 91.0533 exc. basilica site, sf  1139 
St. Albans, Herts. A 69.0344 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 1 

A 69.0345 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 2 
A 60.0346 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 3 

A 69.0347 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 4 
A 69.0348 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 5 

A 69.0349 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 6 

A 69.0350 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 7 
A 69.0351 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 8 
A 69.0352 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 9 
A 69.0353 exc. King Harry Lane 1967, burial SJ5, coin no. 10 

A - exc. Gorhambury 
Tring, Herts. A 74.0065 exc. Cow Roast 1974, CR74, layer 58, sf  250 

was found  in a 'dark earth' occupation or cultivated horizon thought to date from AD 
40-50/60.42 The Hayling Island coin (CCI 91.0455) may come from  the period of  the stone 
temple, i.e. the later first  century AD onwards, or be residual from  the last phase of  the 
wooden shrine in the mid-first  century AD . 4 3 In respect of  the excavations at Harlow temple, 
Essex, Allen merely states that that the great majority of  the coins were found  stratified  in a 
Belgic (pre-Roman) layer through which the foundations  of  a Roman temple had been cut 44 
The Cirencester coin (CCI 61.0204) was found  in an unstratified  layer, but below the final 
phase of  occupation dated to the fourth  century A D . 4 5 

Metal-detector finds  are usually no more helpful  as little importance is attached to record-
ing what is more often  than not a badly corroded bronze coin of  comparatively little value. 
As one would expect with bronze coins of  low denominational value, Rues issues do not usu-
ally feature  in hoards. There are some sites which have produced multiple finds  of  Rues 
bronzes, including Baldock, Braughing and Puckeridge (all Hertfordshire)  and Evenley 
(Northamptonshire) but these are unlikely to come from  hoards (Table 6). 

42 Fulford  and Timby 2000, 9, 134. 
43 Briggs el al. 1992. 
44 Allen 1964, 1. 
45 Wacher and Mac Whirr 1982, 85. 
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TABLE 6. Details of  multiple finds  of  Rues bronzes. 

site 
Baldock., Herts. 

type CCI  no. 

Braughing, Herts. 

A 
B 
C 
C 
C 
A 
A 
C 
D 
D 
D 
A 
A 
C 
A 
A 
B 
C 
C 
D 

98.1064 
93.0916 
04.0706 
72.0079 
93.0550 
02.0060 
68.0287 

Puckeridge, Herts. 

Evenley, Northants. 

97.1851 
63.0199 
97.1870 
97.1871 
91.0053 
92.0292 
96.1016 
00.0604 
02.0489 
03.0264 
73.0290 
73.0292 
73.0303 

Distribution 
Prior to 1980, finds  of  Rues bronzes were rare, with the majority being recovered in archaeo-
logical excavations. Since then the growth in metal-detecting has ensured a steady trickle of 
finds,  which has now resulted in sufficient  provenances to build up a picture of  the overall 
distribution of  Rues issues within the North Thames area. The recently published study of 
Tasciovanos's silver, with its associated distribution maps, provides an opportune benchmark 
against which to evaluate this information.46 

The picture which emerges suggests that the overall distribution of  the Rues issues is very 
similar to that of  Tasciovanos's silver, the only exception being a lack of  finds  in Kent.47 
However, as Tasciovanos's Kentish distribution consists largely of  two particular types - one 
of  which is the SEGO unit (V1851) - and may well be the result of  a successful  military 
campaign in this area, it is considered peripheral to this enquiry. 

While the Rues issues are undoubtedly centred on the Catuvellaunian heartland, types B, 
C and D all show a slight bias towards the Harlow/Braughing/Baldock region rather than the 
tribal capital at Verulamium (St Albans), as one might have expected (Fig. 9). Type B is also 
unusual in showing a largely eastern pattern of  distribution. In contrast, the discovery of 
what appears to be a genuine VIR mintmark points strongly towards a Verulamium origin for 
this series. This is also supported by the above-mentioned find  of  ten Rues bronzes (VI892) 
in a cremation pit at Verulamium, although this may be entirely coincidental. Here it is 
worth noting that Andoco might eventually prove to have been based at Baldock,48 which 
may perhaps indicate that at certain times during Tasciovanos's reign this region formed  an 
alternative centre of  administration to the capital Verulamium, though presumably still 
closely associated with the latter. 

Metallurgy and metrology 
Northover's analyses have shown that the base metal issues belonging to the Tasciovanos 
group were in the main made of  copper or low tin bronze.49 Although no Rues issues were 
analysed, two coins belonging to Andoco (V1871) and Dias (V1882) proved to be made of 

46 Kretz 2006, 199-201. 
47 Kretz 2006, 193, 195, 199 fig.  15. 
48 Kretz 2002, 268. 
49 Northover 1992, 295. 
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brass and as such are amongst the earliest dated brass objects found  in Britain.50 More 
recently, Clogg and Haselgrove analysed the composition of  eighty-eight copper and copper 
alloy coins excavated from  the Romano-British temple at Harlow, Essex.51 They found  that 
whilst the earliest struck base metal coinage in the North Thames region was probably largely 
made of  copper, the Tasciovanos group was considerably more complex, comprising coins 
made of  copper, bronze and brass.52 In some instances the bronzes contained a proportion of 
zinc and the brasses likewise a proportion of  tin. This would seem to suggest that 'in the end 
the metal stocks available to the mint at the time of  striking coins of  a particular type was 
probably the single most important factor  in determining their precise composition'.53 

Perhaps the most significant  development within Tasciovanos's base metal coinage was the 
introduction of  brass to strike a number of  types, and it would seem that the Verulamium 
mint struck both brass and copper/bronze coins at broadly the same time.54 Andoco (VI871) 
and Dias (VI882) issues were once again made of  brass, containing levels of  zinc in concen-
trations greater than three per cent. By contrast, the two coins of  Rues type A (VI892) tested 
were made of  bronze containing between 7.36-11.38% of  tin, but no zinc.55 Their composi-
tion is thus more akin to the mainstream Tasciovanos issues than the brass of  the Andoco 

50 Northover 1992, 295. 
51 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995. 
52 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 60. 
53 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 60. 
54 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 55, 58. 
55 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 48. In their paper Clogg and Haselgrove refer  to a V1707/1892 hybrid (smallfind  1981), a 

coin not yet recorded with the Celtic Coin Index. I believe that the close similarity between some obverse dies of  VI707 and others 
of  VI892 may have been the cause of  this 'hybrid' but cannot be certain until an image of  the coin becomes available for  study. 
I suspect it to be an example of  V1707. The composition of  the coin also seems to indicate this. 
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and Dias types. Whether the two coins tested are representative of  Rues issues as a whole is 
open to question, and can only be confirmed  by future  analyses. It is also worth noting that 
none of  the issues belonging to the wider Tasciovanos complex are struck from  pure copper. 
Clogg and Haselgrove felt  that if  this move away from  copper had chronological implications, 
it perhaps provided support for  the view that all these issues belong towards the end of 
Tasciovanos's coinage.56 

Allen noted that there may have been two weight standards in operation, one ranging from 
2.2-2.5 g, which included the Rues issues, and the other in the range 1.55-1.75 g, including 
coins with Tasciovanos's name alone and those with the Dias legend.57 Clogg and Haselgrove 
formed  the view that the situation was more complex than Allen had anticipated, and that we 
might be dealing with distinct denominations.58 They identified  a normal standard (2.4-2.45 g), 
an intermediate standard (1.9-2.0g), a light standard (1.5-1.75 g) and a half-unit  (around 
l.OOg).59 On this model, Rues Type A (VI892) falls  within the intermediate standard, with a 
mean weight of  1.99g based on the two or possibly three coins examined by Clogg and 
Haselgrove.60 However, the actual mean weight of  the fifty  examples of  Type A (VI892) 
recorded with the Celtic Coin Index is 1.73 g, suggesting that its correct position is within the 
light standard (Table 3). 

If  we were to accept such a precise division, a case could be made for  Rues types A, B 
and C to comprise at least two different  weight standards, one at around 1.75 g, the other 
at 2.00g plus. Despite these obvious discrepancies, I am firmly  of  the opinion that all 
three full  weight bronzes belong to one and the same weight standard. There appears to 
be little evidence of  any serious attempt at weight control, and consequently the fluctua-
tions in weight between individual coins of  the same type are considerable, with some 
coins more than twice the weight of  others. For example Type A, the largest group, with 
an average weight of  1.73g, ranges from  0.77g to 2.42g. Similar inconsistencies can be 
seen in the range of  weights for  types B and C, which average 2.01 g and 2.16g respec-
tively. Here Allen's suggestion that different  weight standards were used at different  times 
or places may well be an appropriate explanation.61 The average weight of  type D at 0.97 g 
is broadly half  that of  the other three types, thus confirming  that this was conceived and 
used as a half-unit  (Table 3). 

While the weights of  the gold and to a lesser degree the silver issues were carefully  main-
tained, the same level of  control clearly did not extend to the base metal issues. The reason 
may be that the main raw materials of  copper and tin were (relatively speaking) so plentiful 
and cheap that in the mint's view the time and effort  required to achieve a more precise weight 
control of  the cast blanks outweighed the benefits  to be gained. 

Conclusions 
The complex nature of  Tasciovanos's coinage, and the existence of  a number of  closely-
related issues carrying other names paired with his own, have been appreciated since 
Evans's time. While some progress in studying this difficult  period has been made in the 
more recent past, a fuller  understanding of  the events surrounding Tasciovanos's reign, 
and in particular his later years and eventual demise, is likely to elude us for  some time to 
come. However, little by little we are shining more light into the historical darkness and 
the present study is intended as another step in this direction. 

Of  the additional names recorded within the wider Tasciovanos complex, i.e. Andoco, 
Sego, Dias and Rues, the latter is perhaps one of  the least understood and studied. Most of 
these names have traditionally been interpreted as personal names, identifying  subordinate 

56 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 55. 
57 Allen 1968, 2. 
38 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 56. 
59 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 56-7. 
60 Clogg and Haselgrove 1995, 48, Table 2. See also n.55 (p. 57, Table 3, Mack 190, 1.99g). 
61 Allen 1968, 3. 
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kings, co-rulers or simply associates of  Tasciovanos. I have shown in a recent article that 
Andoco most probably represents a client king, his reign coinciding with Tasciovanos's sec-
ond stater series (V1730-36).62 There is also now an increasing acceptance amongst schol-
ars that Sego may represent an epithet meaning something like 'The Powerful  One'63 or 'The 
Victorious', or perhaps even a simple noun meaning 'Victory'.64 As early as 1864, Evans 
commented on the similarity of  the DIAS legend to the personal name Diasulos featured 
on coins of  the Gaulish Aedui (RIG 135).65 To date such a formation  is still the most 
likely explanation. However, whilst it is tempting to adopt Diasulos as the likely full  ver-
sion, it is not necessarily the only contender,66 and the recently necessitated change from 
the long established but always speculative Tincommius to the newly attested Tincomarus 
is a cautionary tale. 

As I have demonstrated, mis survives as an archaic Irish word going back to at least the 
fifth  century AD, and quite possibly substantially further.  While I accept that the connection 
at first  seems rather tenuous, it must be remembered that archaic Irish and Brythonic,67 
although belonging to two different  branches of  the Celtic language group, most probably 
shared many similarities and that old Irish forms  are commonly quoted by Celtic philologists 
when corroborating the potential meaning of  Gaulish words. 

Although the majority of  the Rues designs may ultimately be derived from  classical proto-
types, just two can be traced back directly to Roman originals. These are the obverse and 
reverse of  type C (V1890) (Table 4). The reverse was copied from  a coin of  Augustus struck 
c. 15-10 BC (RIC I, 227), and is of  particular interest as it provides us with a terminus post 
quem for  this type. Assuming that the copies were produced within five  to ten years of  the 
original, this would give us a tentative date of  C.10 BC-AD 1, which is broadly in line with 
the long-established convention that the Rues issues belong to the end of  Tasciovanos's 
coinage.68 We have a similar terminus post quem for  Tasciovanos's 'butting bull' silver unit 
(VI794), also modelled on an issue of  Augustus (RIC I, 187a/l 88a) and struck around 
11-10 BC.69 V1794 and V1890 are therefore  quite possibly contemporaneous, and it seems 
a reasonable guess that both issues were struck within a few  years either side of  the birth 
of  Christ. 

While certain motifs  are also shared with some South Thames issues, there can be little 
doubt that the immediate inspiration for  the majority of  the designs came directly from 
Tasciovanos's mainstream coinages, and to a lesser extent from  the Sego and Dias issues. 
(Table 2). Of  the four  types, A is thought to be the earliest, with both sides being directly 
modelled on mainstream Tasciovanos bronzes. All of  the likely prototypes relate typologi-
cally and stylistically to Tasciovanos's second stater series, and both they and type A are 
probably contemporaneous with it. 

Whether type B or C should be second in line is debatable. I have followed  the principle that 
the extensively Romanized issues, where both sides are directly based on Roman/classical 
motifs,  follow  on from  the tablet types.70 Typologically, the distinctive geometric obverse 
design of  type D is close to the Dias silver issues, which would place it at the end of 
Tasciovanos's reign. Fig. 10 illustrates how the Rues issues might have chronologically inter-
linked with the different  phases of  Tasciovanos's three main coinages, as well as the other 
closely-related issues of  the Tasciovanos complex.71 

62 Kretz 2002, 267-71. 
63 Holman 1999, 197. 
64 Kretz 2006, 195. 
65 Evans 1864, 250. 
66 Kretz 2006, 196. 
67 Brythonic was closely related to Gaulish and perhaps just a dialect form  of  it. A northern Gaul and a southern Briton would 

most probably have been able to communicate in much the same way as an Irish speaker and Scottish Gaelic speaker can today. 
68 de Jersey 1996, 35. 
69 Kretz 2006, 193. 
70 Kretz 2006, 190^4. 
71 The three coinages of  Tasciovanos are based on the three stater series as identified  by Van Arsdell (VI680-84. VI730-36 

and VI780). 
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Tasciovanos 

1st series -»_•-»_»_»_»_•_• 7 

2nd series 
3 rd  series 
Andoco 

Sego -»-»-•? 

Dias -»->-»? 

Rues A 

C.20BC 10 0 . c . A D 10 

Fig. 10. Proposed phasing of  Rues issues in relation to remainder of  Tasciovanos complex. 

The distributions of  types B, C and D show a slight bias towards the Harlow, Braughing, 
and Baldock region. As the overwhelming majority of  single finds  (eleven) have been made in 
the Braughing/Puckeridge area, with the second largest number in Baldock (five),  it is tempt-
ing to speculate whether all or part of  the Rues series may have been struck in this region. 
However, the emergence of  coins apparently displaying the VIR mint-mark would seem to 
contradict such a scenario. 

Assuming we are on the right track and Rues is indeed a cognomen, are we dealing with 
a separate individual or Tasciovanos himself?  Although the evidence is inconclusive, I 
believe the balance of  probabilities points towards these coins being issues of  Tasciovanos 
for  the following  reasons: 
1. The name Rues is only recorded on bronze issues, and it is hard to imagine that any 
potential contender for  the kingship would have gained much credibility amongst the 
Catuvellaunian nobility, or indeed the ordinary tribesmen, by striking solely low value, base 
metal coins. 
2. If  Rues had been part of  the group known as Tasciovanos's 'associates', one would have 
expected his base metal issues to have a similar composition to those of  Andoco and Dias, 
which are made of  brass. However, the composition of  the two Rues bronzes analysed 
closely resembles that of  some of  the copper alloys employed in striking of  Tasciovanos's 
main series bronzes. 
3. Typologically, the Rues issues form  an almost seamless extension to Tasciovanos's main-
stream bronze coinage in much the same way as the broadly contemporary Sego issues do 
to his silver - the latter now increasingly being viewed as potential emissions of 
Tasciovanos.72 All four  recorded Rues types display little of  the individuality which differ-
entiates both the Dias and Andoco coinages, instead giving every impression of  forming  a 
homogenous group with Tasciovanos's main series bronzes. 
4. In 1967 Allen wrote: '. . . so far,  no coin of  RVES has been found  with a Tasciovanus 
(sic) legend, nor is there any direct typological link'.73 The first  part of  that statement is still 
correct, which makes the Rues coinage unique amongst the peripheral, non-mainstream 
series. However, we now have a typological link as a single recorded example of  type D 
(CCI 96.3143) carries the legend TAS on the reverse, but without making any reference  to 
Rues. This would seem to suggest that two different  names - Rues and Tasciovanos - were 
employed in striking the same type of  bronze unit, which would be very unusual indeed. 

72 de Jersey 2005, 3. 73 Allen 1967, 4. 
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Furthermore, there are strong indications - albeit as yet unproven - that the same obverse 
die was coupled with both RVII and TAS reverses. If  correct, this would imply that both 
types were struck at broadly the same time by the same mint, and in turn suggest that the 
two names might conceivably represent one and the same person. 

More than a century after  Evans's landmark study, Rodwell still referred  to the wider 
Tasciovanos group as 'the most complicated and ill-understood of  all the British dynasic 
[sic]  series',74 a sentiment that has remained true for  another three decades. In the last few 
years, however, a number of  studies have been carried out on this difficult  group, as a 
result of  which we now have a better knowledge of  the complex interrelationships 
between the different  coinages. This is the first  time that the Rues issues have been inves-
tigated in any detail, and while many of  the ideas and suggestions put forward  here are of 
necessity speculative, they will I hope encourage further  studies of  this intriguing series in 
the future. 

APPENDIX: GAZETTEER OF RUES BRONZES 
The gazetteer contains details of  all examples of  Rues bronzes recorded in the Celtic Coin Index (CCI) at the 
Institute of  Archaeology, Oxford,  or otherwise known to the author, up to the end of  2004. 

In addition to the usual bibliographic notes, the final  column contains references  to a number of  auction 
catalogues, dealers' lists and museum collections with the abbreviations explained below: 

CNG Classical Numismatic Group auction catalogues 
BMC R. Hobbs, British Iron  Age Coins in the British Museum,  1996 Goodwin Phil Goodwin sales lists 
Liz's Chris Rudd: Liz's list 
Mossop H.R. Mossop collection, sold at Glendining's, 6.11.1991 

NCirc Spink Numismatic Circular 
Rudd Chris Rudd sales lists 
Vecchi Italo Vecchi auction catalogues 
Vosper Mike Vosper sales lists 

References  to earlier gazetteers are abbreviated as Origins  (Allen 1960) and Suppl  I,  II  or ///(Haselgrove 1978, 
1984 and 1989 respectively); 'exc.' indicates the coin was found  in an archaeological excavation. 

A 

M190, V1892, BMC 1698-1701 RVI1/RVII or ?RVEI and VIR/RV1I 
00.0389 1.69 Al Oxfordshire Treasure  Hunting,  March 2000, 75 00.0473 - - Great Chesterford,  Essex -

00.0604 1.49 - Puckeridge, Herts. Rudd list 50, no. 136, not illustrated 
02.0060 1.58 - Braughing, Herts. -

02.0470 2.14 M i l Tring, Herts. Rudd list 64, no. 63 
02.0489 1.57 - Puckeridge, Herts. Rudd list 64, no. 98, not illustrated 
02.0633 1.93 C2 Oxon. Rudd list 65, no. 107 
02.0775 1.81 - Eynsham, Oxon. -

03.0301 1.85 - Oxford,  Oxon. Liz's list 13, no. 56 
03.0799 1.76 K10 Dorchester, Oxon. Liz's list 8, no. 54 
04.0158 1.87 A2 Hitchin, Herts. Rudd list 78, no. 58 
04.1240 2.10 - - NCirc  April 2004, CC 0079 04.2344 1.67 - Aston Upthorpe, Oxon. -

61.0203 2.29 — Little Kimble. Bucks. fd  near Roman villa site at 'The Camp' (SCBl 
42, pi. 7.217) 

62.0021 2.34 D3 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum? 
67.0134 1.83 L10 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum? 
68.0287 1.89 B2 Braughing, Herts. BMC 1700 
68.0288 2.22 F5 Aylesbury, Bucks. BMC 1699 
68.0289 1.82 G6 - BMC 1698 
69.0344 1.34 T17 St Albans, Herts. exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 1 

74 Rod well 1976, 258. 
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69.0345 1.46 Q14 St Albans, Herts. 
69.0346 0.77 012 St Albans, Herts. 
69.0347 1.00 - St Albans, Herts. 
69.0348 1.36 - St Albans, Herts. 
69.0349 1.77 - St Albans, Herts. 
69.0350 1.55 - St Albans, Herts. 
69.0351 1.56 S16 St Albans, Herts. 
69.0352 1.53 - St Albans, Herts. 
69.0353 0.91 - St Albans, Herts. 
73.0294 1.30 - -

74.0065 1.92 - Tring, Herts. 
85.0109 2.01 - Harlow, Essex 
90.0350 1.37 - Harlow, Essex 
90.0428 1.65 P13 Harlow, Essex 
90.0469 2.02 - Harlow, Essex 
90.0477 2.12 J9 Harlow, Essex 
90.0530 2.35 18 Harlow, Essex 
91.0053 1.43 - Evenley, Nothants. 
91.0533 1.79 R15 Silchester, Hants. 
92.0292 2.06 U18 Evenley, Nothants. 
92.0477 1.84 F- Thetford,  Suffolk 
94.0004 - - Stanton Low, Bucks. 
94.0715 1.89 A2 -

95.3424 1.91 H7 Hemel Hempstead, Herts. 
96.1039 1.61 N12 Paulerspury, Northants. 
96.1081 1.96 - Wixoe, Suffolk 
96.3280 2.42 - -

97.1992 1.70 - St Neots, Cambs. 
98.0154 1.68 E4 -

98.0174 - 013 Newport Pagnell, Bucks. 
98.0330 - - -

98.0337 1.56 - Camberwell, Gtr London 
98.0343 1.06 - -

98.1064 1.67 - Baldock,Herts. 
- - - Upper Stondon, Beds. 
- — - Harlow, Esssex 
68.0286 - - Dorchester, Oxon. 

- - - St Albans, Herts. 

- - - Dorchester, Oxon. 

_ _ _ Denford,  Northants. 

exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 2 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 3 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 4 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 5 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 6 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 7 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 8 
exc., King Harry Lane, coin no. 9 
exc.. King Harry Lane, coin no. 10 
ex Mossop 
exc., Cow Roast, Tring, sf  250 
temple exc., sf  286, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  845, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  1082, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  1169, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  1193, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  1304, Harlow Museum 

exc., basilica site, sf  1139 
Rudd lists 48, no. 75 and 71, no. 63 
Rudd lists 5, no. 50 and 6, no. 73 
probably nr Roman villa site, no image 
Rudd list 11, no. 51 

Rudd list 68, no. 65 

Rudd lists 24, no. 138 and 25, no. 78 

NCirc  May 1998, no. 2587 

Goodwin list 108, CI5 

Rudd list 35, no.51 
Evans 1864, 261, Origins  219; perhaps not Rues 
Evans 1864, 261, Origins  221; perhaps not Rues 
Evans 1864, 261, Origins  223, wrongly attributed, 
correctly VI750 (Tasciovanos) 
Gorhambury exc. 1973-82; Suppl.  Ill,  38, Neal 
etal. 1990, 110, no.3 
exc. allotments site, Suppl.  Ill,  39; Arch. J.  141, 
130 
Curteis 1996, 27, 37 

M191, V1895, BMC 1693-1697 RVIIS, RVISI-
00.1781 1.83 A2 Shepreth, Cambs. Rudd list 73, no. 60 
01.0624 — A2 - -

01.1137 2.38 B7 Bishops Stortford,  Essex Rudd list 59, no. 67 
02.0323 2.30 A2 — Rudd list 63, no. 70 
03.0264 2.15 A5 Puckeridge, Herts. Rudd list 69, no. 53 
03.0823 1.93 B7 Worminghall, Bucks. -

04.1259 - A- - -

61.0204 1.14 - Cirencester, Gloucs. exc. at basilica site, sf  210, 1961 
61.0205 2.20 A1 - BMC 1693 
67.0135 2.22 A6 Harlow, Essex temple exc., Harlow Museum? 
68.0290 2.16 A- Aylesbury, Bucks. BMC 1696 
68.0291 1.95 A- Fleam Dyke, Cambs. BMC 1697 
74.0066 2.01 A- Ware, Herts. ex Mossop 
91.0547 1.71 - Merton. Oxon. -

93.0916 2.04 B8 Baldock, Herts. BMC 1694, ex Mossop, lot 312/2 
95.3020 2.18 A3 Kent Rudd list 18, no. 61 
95.3456 2.37 A2 Grantchester, Cambs. Rudd lists 21, no. 62 and 79, no. 84 
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96.1771 - A2 Thurlow, Suffolk 
96.1885 1.98 D10 -

96.2593 - A2 Great Wratting, Suffolk 
96.3145 2.23 A3 -

96.3406 2.00 A2 Duxford,  Cambs. 
97.0012 — -8 _ 
98.2022 1.45 A5 _ 
99.0594 - C9 _ 
- _ A4 _ 

c 
M189, V1890, BMC 1691-1692 RVII, ?RVI, ?RVEI/RVII 00.0404 - D4 Thrapston, Northants. 
00.1272 - - -

01.0227 3.15 J10 Wickford,  Essex 
01.0355 1.76 - St Albans, Herts. 
01.0499 — - — 

01.0580 - I- Blewbury, Oxon. 
02.0750 2.38 E5 Benson, Oxon. 
02.1139 2.20 19 Cambridge, Cambs. 
03.0377 1.55 - Great Gaddesden, Herts. 
03.0607 2.59 - North Essex 
03.1334 - C3 ?Cambs. 
04.0706 2.50 M- Baldock, Herts. 
04.0753 2.19 F7 -

04.1053 2.35 H8 -

04.1793 1.63 - -

04.1964 2.52 P15 Worminghall, Bucks. 
04.2657 - - -

61.0202 2.39 F6 -

62.0020 1.63 M12 Harlow, Essex 
67.0133 2.44 G8 Harlow, Essex 
72.0079 1.48 - Baldock, Herts. 

73.0290 2.27 H8 Puckeridge, Herts. 
73.0291 1.50 - Puckeridge, Herts. 

73.0292 1.68 LI 1 Puckeridge, Herts. 
73.0293 3.75 G8 Harlow, Essex 
79.0020 1.61 - Radley, Oxon. 
89.0236 1.69 - Brackley, Northants. 
91.0455 2.55 Al Hayling Island, Hants. 
92.0333 2.16 H8 Tilbury, Essex 
93.0140 1.98 Kl l _ 
93.0141 2.37 B2 -

93.0169 1.83 014 North Essex 
93.0550 2.65 Al Baldock, Herts. 

94.1174 _ _ West Berkshire 
94.1450 2.21 N13 Colchester, Essex 
95.0787 1.86 - Wycombe Marsh, Bucks. 
96.1016 1.98 - Evenley, Northants. 
96.3423 2.25 - Ely, Cambs. 
97.1629 2.56 Al -

97.1851 1.60 - Braughing, Herts. 
Brackley, Northants. 

D 

Ml93 , VI903, B M C 1756-1758 -/RVII or TAS 

03.0189 0.88 E6 
63.0199 0.71 Al Braughing, Herts. 
67.0145 1.28 - Harlow, Essex 

BMC 1695, ex Mossop, lot 312/3 

Vecchi 2, 12.9.1996, lot 1107 
Vosper list 92, no. 116 
reverse image only 
ex Rudd 
Treasure  Hunting,  March 1999, 29 
V1895 plate coin 

ex Vosper 
Rudd list 56, no. 68 

Rudd list 66, no. 71 
Liz's list 3, no. 57 
Liz's list 5, no. 52 
Liz's list 7, no. 50 
Treasure  Hunting,  Jan. 2002, 29 
Liz's list 11, no. 45 
Rudd list 76, no. 54 
Rudd list 79, no. 83 
Liz's list 13, no. 67 

BMC 1691 
temple exc., Harlow Museum? 
temple exc., Harlow Museum? 
surface  find  in Walls Field; Goodburn 1986, 93 
no. 16; Suppl.  I,  61 
ex Mossop, lot 311 
exc. at Skeleton Green, sf  687; Goodburn 1981, 
124 no. 23 
possibly ex Mossop 
exc. at Holbrooks, Harlow Museum 
exc. at Thrupp House Farm 

temple exc., sf  1699 
Symons 1992, no. 10 
NCirc  July/August 1991, no. 4856 
NCirc  July/August 1991, no. 4857 

fd  at Walls Field; Goodburn 1986, 93 no. 17; 
SCBI  42, pi. 7.216 
info,  from  Newbury District Museum 

Rudd list 12, no. 58, not illustrated 
CNG 43, 24.9.1997, lot 2963 

Curteis 1996, 27, 37; might be 89.0236 above 

Liz's list 4, no. 49 
?exc., casts in BM 
temple exc., Harlow Museum? 
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68.0300 0.91 
68.0301 0.65 
73.0303 0.60 
78.0026 0.65 
82.0233 1.14 
90.0286 1.15 
90.0573 1.30 
90.0607 1.05 
92.0447 1.02 
94.0927 1.02 
94.0932 0.91 
95.3497 1.18 
96.3143 1.20 
97.1369 0.83 
97.1870 0.80 
97.1871 0.70 
98.2302 1.48 
99.2022 0.84 

Biggleswade, Beds. 
Biggleswade, Beds. 
Puckeridge, Herts. 

BMC 1756 
BMC 1757 
BMC 1758, ex Mossop, lot 312/4 
fd  at the Marina site, Cow Roast 
National Museum of  Wales, ex Baldwins 
temple exc., sf  700, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  1378, Harlow Museum 
temple exc., sf  1458, Harlow Museum 
Rudd list 4 no. 41 
Rudd list 11, no. 52 

B2 Tring, Herts. 
F8 
112 Harlow, Essex 
C4 Harlow, Essex 
B3 Harlow, Essex 
D5 
E7 
H l l Abingdon, Oxon. 
G9 Mileham, Norfolk 
G10 

Vosper list 98, no. 134, Rudd list 33, no. 42 
Vecchi 2, 12.9.1996, lot 1105 
Rudd list 28, no. 166 -12 St Albans, Herts. 

- Braughing, Herts. 
Braughing, Herts. 

A1 Chesterford,  Essex 
Titchmarsh, Northants. 
St Albans, Herts. fd  1979 or before,  Suppl.  II.  130; might be the 

same as 82.0233 

Rudd list 52, no. 63 
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